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and the naturally anti-clerical bias of French Republicanism,
edged France steadily towards a positive anti-clerical policy 3
both at home and abroad. Gambetta \vas ever ready to raise
the cry of "Clericalism the enemy', and he was echoed in later
decades by Ferry and Combes and Clemenceau, loudest among
a host of others. These echoes died away only during the Great
War. though they left a legacy of divided public opinion to
modern France. A doctrinaire rationalism and laicisrn, forced
into becoming a creed as absolute and as intransigent as its
opponent, has therefore remained throughout the Third Re-
public a persistent feature of the French ;national vision5. And
politically it chimed in with the Rousseauist refusal to tolerate
competing loyalties which might mar the direct relationship
between State and individual. To be a democrat without be-
coming an anti-clerical, an agnostic or an atheist, required
both intellectual valour and moral conviction. The ecole unique.,
infused with the spirit of the ecole normale, became the moral
foundation of the Republic. Even after liberation, in 19453 this
issue revived enough to cause real friction between the Catholic
party (the Mouzerwnt Republic ain Populaire] and the Socialists and
Communists in the Fourth Republic.
The establishment of the Republic and, after 1879, the
triumph of the Republicans, created a new alliance between
the Church and the Army. Here again was an authority, a
power bloc claiming absolute allegiance from French citizens,
which the Republic was bound to regard with jealousy and
suspicion as a competing and rival authority to the State.
But here was a complete dilemma for the Republicans. As
regards the Church, the solidarity of the Republic and the
security of the nation could both be pursued by hostility to
clerical policies, at home and abroad. As regards the Army,
the solidarity of the Republic demanded a policy contrary to
the security of the nation. France needed a large and powerful
Army: great military establishments; national conscription;
and measures which placed a large portion of national wealth
and national energies at the disposal of the High Command.
But to do this was to strengthen the very authority which the
Republicans feared as a power bloc liable to be hostile to

